Genomic Profiling to Contextualize the Results of Intervention for High-Risk Smoldering Myeloma
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Short Title: Genomics of Treated Smoldering Myeloma

Key Points
Treated clinical high-risk smoldering multiple myeloma is genomically heterogeneous but is mostly less complex than multiple myeloma counterparts.

A small subgroup of high-risk genomic features is associated with disease progression despite early intervention with triplet therapy.
ABSTRACT
Early intervention for High-Risk Smoldering Multiple Myeloma (HR-SMM) achieves deeper and more prolonged responses compared to Newly Diagnosed (ND) MM. It is unclear if beneficial outcomes of interventional studies in HR-SMM are due to treatment of less complex, susceptible disease or inaccuracy in clinical definition of cases entered. Here, to gain greater biologic insight into treatment outcomes, we performed the first whole genome sequencing analysis of treated HR-SMM for 27 patients treated with carfilzomib, lenalidomide, and dexamethasone and lenalidomide maintenance (NCT01572480). Genomic features were pooled with another contemporary HR-SMM interventional study (E-PRISM; NCT02279394) and compared to those of NDMM. We reveal that across interventional cohorts, the genomic landscape of HR-SMM is uniformly simple as compared to NDMM counterparts, with fewer inactivation events of tumor suppressor genes, fewer RAS pathway mutations, lower frequency of MYC disruption, and lower APOBEC contribution. The absence of these genomic events parallels that of indolent precursor conditions with low chance of progression, possibly explaining the overall superior outcomes across these trials. However, there remains a subgroup of patients harboring genomic complexity for whom early intervention with potent triplet therapy fails to sustain response and who experience resistant, progressive disease. Overall, these results suggest that clinical risk scores do not effectively discriminate between genomically indolent and aggressive disease. Furthermore, our study supports the use of genomics to contextualize the advantage of early intervention in SMM and to consider novel approaches for those with the most aggressive precursor states.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple Myeloma (MM) is a plasma cell neoplasm that progresses through precursor states before evolution to symptomatic cancer\textsuperscript{1-6}. On the spectrum of precursor conditions is smoldering MM (SMM); a clinically-defined state of asymptomatic expansion of clonal plasma cells for which approximately 60\% of affected individuals will experience progression to overt disease within 10 years of diagnosis\textsuperscript{1, 3}. Various risk models have been developed to stratify the risk of progression and are thus far based on surrogate clinical markers and indirect measures of disease burden\textsuperscript{6-9}. It has been hypothesized that by intervening before evolution to clinically significant disease (i.e., MM), therapeutic outcomes might be improved by preventing organ damage and by treatment of a less expanded, less complex disease state. Based on these principles, multiple investigations have been developed for treatment of individuals with SMM at high risk (HR-SMM) of progression to MM\textsuperscript{6, 10-13}. In the era of modern drugs, early intervention for HR-SMM has consistently resulted in deeper and more prolonged treatment responses compared to newly diagnosed MM (NDMM), often with less intense therapy. However, it is unknown if this benefit is due to treatment of a less complex, susceptible entity in a fit individual or inaccuracy and incongruity with and between differing risk models resulting in treatment of more biologically indolent disease\textsuperscript{14}.

The introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies has promoted a gradual shift from the use of clinical surrogate markers of disease burden to genomic determinants of disease biology\textsuperscript{5, 15-17}. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) and whole exome sequencing (WES) have expanded upon and delineated several myeloma-defining genomic events\textsuperscript{18-22}. These events include presence of complex structural variants (SV), APOBEC mutational signatures, mutations involving the MAPK and NFkB pathways, loss of tumor suppressor genes, and events involving MYC\textsuperscript{17}. However, the genomic landscape of clinical HR-SMM that has been subjected to early therapeutic intervention has not been comprehensively explored.

To contextualize the superior outcomes of contemporary SMM treatment trials, we performed the first WGS-based analysis of patients with HR-SMM, using samples and data from a cohort of HR-SMM patients treated with carfilzomib, lenalidomide, and dexamethasone and lenalidomide maintenance (KRd/R) as part of a phase II clinical trial with long-term clinical follow-up\textsuperscript{10}. Furthermore, in our analysis we included information from an additional HR-SMM phase II interventional trial (E-PRISM) and we evaluated genomic lesions and clinical outcomes across the two studies, and compared against those of NDMM. Overall, we confirm wide discordance among different SMM prognostic models for MM progression, but a common genomic simplicity that provides the biologic rationale for the favorable responses observed on interventional trials. Conversely, patients harboring complex genomic profiles and distinct known MM genomic drivers generally failed to achieve sustained negativity for minimal residual disease (MRD) and experience progression of disease, suggesting that early triplet-therapy intervention does not completely overcome the adverse impact of these features on disease evolution and clinical outcomes.
METHODS
To gain biologic insight into treatment outcomes, we performed WGS of baseline samples for 27 treated patients with HR-SMM. Patients received 8 cycles (32 weeks) of carfilzomib 20/36 mg/m² on days 1, 2, 8, 9, and 15; lenalidomide 25mg days 1-21; and dexamethasone 20mg twice weekly for cycles 1-4 and 10mg for cycles 5-8; followed by 2 years of maintenance lenalidomide (KRd/R; NCT01572480)\textsuperscript{10}. Clinical records were updated from prior publication and reviewed to correlate trial outcomes with genomic features. We pooled genomic features with whole exome sequencing data (WXS) from a second cohort of 27 patients with HR-SMM treated with Elotuzumab-R+/-d (Elo-Rd; E-PRISM; NCT02279394)\textsuperscript{13} and compared to 701 patients with NDMM from CoMMpass (NCT01454297) with available WGS and WXS. Additional comparators included WGS from 60 patients with NDMM treated with daratumumab(dara)-KRd (NCT03290950) and KRd (NCT02937571)\textsuperscript{23, 24}. Samples and data were obtained and managed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Sample IDs were uniquely generated and were not known to anyone outside the research group.

All patients had protocolized testing for MRD yearly. We considered any patient achieving MRD-negativity on trial as having MRD-negativity as a best response. We considered sustained MRD-negativity as at least two consecutive MRD-negative measurements at least 12 months apart. For the purposes of our analysis, for a patient to be considered to have sustained MRD-negativity, their MRD measurement at the most recent follow-up visit must have remained negative. Finally, we considered both biochemical progression and progression to overt MM requiring treatment as progression of disease.

Each specific statistical test is annotated in the text. Fisher’s Exact Test and the Wilcoxon Ranked Sum test were used to compare differences between groups. P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Survival data were analyzed and visualized with Kaplan-Meier methods.

A detailed description of the sequencing and analytical methods is provided in the Supplemental Methods.

RESULTS
Clinical outcomes for patients with HR-SMM treated with KRd/R
Clinical features for the KRd/R cohort are listed in Supplemental Table 1. After a median follow-up of 52.8 months, median PFS was unreached for patients treated with KRd/R (Figure 1a-b). After 8 cycles of KRd, 19 (70.3%) achieved MRD-negativity (Flow-MRD; LOD 10\textsuperscript{5}, Figure 1a). For comparative reference, acknowledging the pitfalls of comparison across trials, patients with NDMM treated with KRd achieved end-induction MRD rates of 56% (FORTE; 48 weeks KRd).\textsuperscript{25} At time of data cutoff, June 13, 2023, 14 patients (51.9%) achieved sustained MRD-negativity at last follow up, 6 patients (22.2%) lost an initial MRD-negative response and 5 patients experienced progression of disease [18.5%; 4 biochemical and 1 progression to MM (NIH018A; Supplemental Table 1, Methods)].
Accrual on NCT01572480 began in 2012 and, as such, 2 patients would today be reclassified as MM per 2014 IMWG criteria on the basis of bone marrow plasma cells ≥60%\(^6\). Both of these patients (NIH005A and NIH038A) experienced disease progression on study. Otherwise, 3 (11.1%) were HR by Mayo2008 criteria, 14 (51.9%) retrospectively by Mayo 20/2/20, 18 (66.7%) by PETHEMA, and 21 (77.8%) by Rajkumar/Landgren/Mateos criteria\(^6\)-\(^9\). 18 (66.7%) met criteria by 2 or more scores (Figure 1c) and the median 5-year risk of progression per the Pangea model was 18.6% (range 4.8-82.1)\(^27\). Overall, though all patients on trial were considered high-risk, there is clear discordance between competing clinical risk models and a wide range in predicted risk of progression\(^14\).

**The genomic landscape of treated HR-SMM**

To contextualize the overall favorable outcomes of treated HR-SMM, we sought to qualify genomic features across studies by pooling WGS data with available WXS from the E-PRISM study\(^13\). Genomic data from treated HR-SMM were then compared to 701 patients with NDMM from the CoMMpass study. As an initial check for bias towards less aggressive disease, there were no differences in the frequency of high-risk FISH-based cytogenetic lesions [(gain1q, amp1q, t(4;14), t(14;16), del(17p)] between treated HR-SMM and NDMM.

Within the KRd/R HR-SMM WGS cohort, the median mutational burden was 4134 (range, 2021-8346), which was significantly lower compared to WGS from NDMM treated with KRd +/- dara (median, 5179; range, 1157-14471, \(p = 0.019\)). To investigate differences in mutational processes involved in HR-SMM and NDMM we profiled the mutational signatures landscape of the KRd/R cohort (Figure 2a, Supplemental Table 2), NDMM treated with KRd +/- dara (Supplemental Figure 1), and WXS from the E-PRISM cohort (Figure 2b). Overall HR-SMM contained the same mutational signatures detected in NDMM and in prior studies of myeloma precursor disease (Supplemental Methods)\(^17\),\(^21\). However, HR-SMM patients enrolled in both the KRd/R and the E-PRISM studies had a significantly higher proportion of patients without evidence of APOBEC (SBS2+SBS13) mutagenesis compared to NDMM [WGS 48.1% vs 86.7%, \(p < 0.001\); WXS 14.8% vs 45.2% (CoMMpass), \(p < 0.001\); Figure 2C-D]. Similarly, cases of hyper-APOBEC mutagenesis (SBS2+SBS13>11%; Supplemental Methods), which has been associated with poor prognosis in MM,\(^28\) were under-represented in HR-SMM \((p = 0.035)\). Overall, these findings are consistent with prior observations that APOBEC activity is lower in SMM and increases across the continuum of progression to MM\(^17\),\(^28\). Importantly, however, APOBEC activity has been identified in over 82-85% of myeloma precursors destined for progression and its relative absence here is suggestive that despite clinical high-risk status, many of these cases may represent more indolent conditions\(^17\).

We next interrogated the landscape of driver events across the cohorts using a catalog of 91 known genes involved by mutations and focal copy number aberrations derived from de novo driver discovery across 1933 NDMM\(^29\). We then combined mutations in driver genes with copy number aberrations (CNA; Supplemental Figure 2), including
known GISTIC hotspots\textsuperscript{20, 29}, to define inactivation of tumor suppressor genes (Supplemental Figure 3, Supplemental Methods). Consistent with their later role in MM evolution\textsuperscript{16, 30}, a large number of tumor suppressor genes were less frequently inactivated, including CDKN2C, CYLD, TENT5C, FUBP1, MAX, NCOR1, NF1, NFKBIA, PRDM1, RB1, RPL5, and TRAF3 (p < 0.05; Supplemental Table 3). Restricting scope only to biallelic inactivations of tumor suppressor genes, TRAF3 was more frequently inactivated in MM (69/701 vs 1/54; p = 0.05) and importantly, the only HR-SMM case (NIH038A) would be reclassified as MM with current IMWG criteria. This finding reinforces the role of the NF-κB pathway as a late driver in the pathogenesis of MM\textsuperscript{31}. Consistent with their later role in the genomic evolution from SMM to MM, mutations in RAS pathway genes (NRAS, KRAS, BRAF; p < 0.001) and amplifications at 8q24 (i.e., MYC; p = 0.03) were more frequent in MM\textsuperscript{17, 32}. Finally, sensitivity analysis was performed by removing both cases that would today be reclassified as MM per IMWG 2014 criteria\textsuperscript{26}, with little change in observations (Supplemental Tables 3 and 4).

For the available full coverage WGS samples (KRd/R HR-SMM and KRd +/- dara NDMM) we compared the landscape of structural variants (SV). There were no significant differences in the frequency of involvement of SV hotspots between HR-SMM and NDMM. Though there was not a significant difference in the frequency of chromothripsis events in the KRD/R genomes, alone, using CN signatures to estimate the presence of chromothripsis from the E-PRISM WXS, there was a lower frequency of chromothripsis events in pooled HR-SMM (p = 0.048), consistent with the SV's association with complex genomes and poor outcomes (Supplemental Methods, Supplemental Figure 4 A-B)\textsuperscript{20, 33}.

Overall, we see that across cohorts of HR-SMM, genomic features associated with NDMM (i.e., Myeloma-defining genomic events) are significantly underrepresented. As clinical HR-SMM should theoretically be at risk for imminent progression to MM (i.e., 2-5 years), most genomic drivers should already have been acquired on its course to overt disease\textsuperscript{17, 19, 32}. This suggests that clinical risk scores, based on surrogate markers of disease burden, have limitations in accurately recapitulating the underlying disease biology that contributes to disease aggression and imminent progression and that their use in trial settings may lead to inadvertent capture of indolent disease states.

\textit{Genomic features associated with outcomes HR-SMM treated with triplet therapy}

We next sought to investigate the genomic lesions associated with clinical outcomes following intervention with potent triplet therapy. Sustained MRD-negativity and disease progression (either biochemical or clinical) during intervention with KRd/R were the key endpoints. Deletions of chromosome 13q14.2 (RB1) and inactivation of MAX and HIST1H2BK (p < 0.05) were each associated with disease progression, as was any presence of APOBEC mutagenesis (p = 0.016; Supplemental Table 5). Examining SV, chromothripsis, known to be associated with poor outcomes in MM, was likewise seen here to be a risk factor for disease progression (p = 0.030) as were SV involving TENT5C (p=0.028; Supplemental Methods, Supplemental Table 4)\textsuperscript{20}. In fact, progressors were more likely to have a higher number of involved SV hotspots, signifying the role of co-occurrence of multiple disease drivers (i.e., genomic complexity)
as a main contributor to therapy resistance and continued clinical disease evolution (Supplemental Figures 4A-C).

We next examined genomic features within the context of clearance of MRD following treatment with KRd/R. No genomic features emerged as significantly associated with achievement of MRD-negativity following 8 cycles of KRd (primary endpoint). On the KRd/R study, patients had protocolized yearly MRD testing and we observed that gain of 1q, inactivation of MAX, deletion of 14q24.3, and t(4:14) were each associated with failure to sustain MRD-negativity at last follow-up (Supplemental Table 4).

As HR-SMM is a clinical definition and given the wide heterogeneity and relatively simplicity of the genomic landscape of most of the HR-SMM enrolled in KRd/R and E-PRISM, we sought to determine what genomic lesions shared with NDMM were more closely representative of biologically progressive, clonally mature disease. In an orthogonal approach, we removed clinical annotations and performed hierarchical clustering of genomic features from all 701 NDMM from CoMMpass and all 54 HR-SMM (Supplemental Figure 5, Supplemental Methods). In parallel to the prior clinical comparisons, APOBEC activity, gain1q, and loss of tumor suppressor genes all clustered together and often co-occurred as features of genomic complexity that predict poor outcomes in terms of PFS and sustained MRD-negativity. Furthermore, the majority of cases enrolled in the KRd/R HR-SMM clustered within the most indolent and genomically uncomplicated group of NDMM.

Finally, a summary of all significant genomic features was compiled and considered (Figure 3A). Altogether a catalogue of lesions underlying de-regulation of MYC and the NF-κB pathway, genomic instability in the form of APOBEC activity and chromothripsis, and t(4;14) emerged as risk factors for resistance to early intervention with triplet therapies and eventual disease evolution (Supplemental Table 6). Co-occurrence of many of these lesions, in parallel (i.e., genomic complexity), was a common theme amongst those with progressive disease. We finally assessed the effect on KRd/R outcome, considering any one or more of the [high-risk] features associated with treatment outcomes (Supplemental Table 4) and found that co-occurrence of any 2 features was associated with progression despite intervention with potent triplet therapy (p = 0.034; Figure 4b).

DISCUSSION
With a growing armamentarium of active, tolerable therapies, there is increasing interest in the early treatment of patients with myeloma precursor disease. However, there is incongruity in currently available clinical risk stratification models for progression from SMM to MM. In this study, to better understand the results of contemporary interventional studies of triplet therapies in the treatment of clinical HR-SMM, we used WGS and WXS to characterize the genomic landscape of HR-SMM in two parallel phase II interventional trials. We found that compared to NDMM, patients with HR-SMM had a lower frequency of established myeloma-defining genomic lesions; particularly those associated with poorer clinical outcomes and genomic complexity including a lower frequency and contribution of APOBEC-induced mutagenesis, and fewer
disruptions of the MYC locus. Notably, these features are generally considered to be later events in the clonal evolution of disease progression to MM, but they are also two highly prevalent and powerful prognostic marker for predicting SMM progression.\textsuperscript{16-18,32} Though it could be argued that it would be expected for HR-SMM to be less genomically complex than MM, recent WGS studies have revealed that these late lesions are still generally acquired many years prior to clinically active disease and generally before the 2- to 5-year time-to-progression window expected for patients classified clinically as high-risk.\textsuperscript{6-9,18,19,32} Though the relative absence of these complex genomic features in the clinically defined HR-SMM cohorts does not imply that these patients would not have had early progression into MM in the absence of intervention, it does suggest that, at least at time of enrollment, they had genomically more indolent disease, or they were at lower risk of imminent progression in contrast to what is implied by their clinical risk scores, or a combination of both. In fact, patients on the KRD/R study who obtained deep and sustained responses (i.e. sustained MRD-negativity) and non-progressive disease appear genomically similar to patients with non-progressive monoclonal gammopathy and SMM under observation or to a small group of MM with very favorable outcomes (i.e., stable myeloma precursor conditions, \textit{Supplemental Figure 5}).\textsuperscript{17,34}

Among the overall genomic simplicity observed in treated clinically defined HR-SMM patients, there is a set of genomic features that portends sub-optimal outcome despite intervention. Combinations of APOBEC-induced mutagenesis, deregulation of MYC and the NF-κB pathway, and chromothripsis are associated with disease persistence (i.e., failure to achieve or sustain MRD-negativity), and progression from SMM to MM despite effective triplet therapy, as paralleled in treatment of NDMM. Whether these SMM patients with high genomic complexity would have had worse outcome without early intervention or whether early intervention changed the course of their disease are unanswered questions. Possibly, these lesions are representative of disease biology not susceptible to currently available interventional therapies provided on these clinical trials. For example, it has recently been seen that for patients with clinically defined high-risk SMM, even intensive early treatment with KRd followed by melphalan chemotherapy and autologous stem cell transplantation and maintenance therapy, only half are able to achieve MRD-negativity.\textsuperscript{35} It seems reasonable to conjecture that myeloma precursor disease with genomically complex, high-risk disease biology (i.e., myeloma-to-be), may be better served by alternate diagnostic and novel therapeutic strategies. Future translational studies are needed to further address this unmet clinical need.

Taken together, given the elective nature of treatment of myeloma precursor conditions, our results support the use of genomic profiling to contextualize advantages of early intervention, to avoid overtreatment of non-progressors, and to better identify patients who are highly likely to progress in the absence of early intervention.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: Clinical summary of the KRd/R cohort. A. Swimmer plot of progression-free survival (PFS) annotated with serial MRD measurements (left panel) and high-risk status by relevant clinical risk scores (right panel). B. PFS curve for the KRd/R cohort generated with Kaplan-Meier methods. C. Upset plot demonstrating incongruity between clinical risk scores as they pertain to outcomes after treatment with KRd/R.

Figure 2: Mutational Signatures Landscape of treated HR-SMM. A. Mutational signatures contribution for each case treated with KRd/R. Asterisks denote MAF(B)-translocated cases. SBS: Single Base Substitution. B. Mutational signatures contribution for each case treated on E-PRISM. C. Comparison of APOBEC (SBS2 + SBS13) contribution between NDMM treated with (dara)-KRd vs. HR-SMM treated with KRd/R. D. Comparison of APOBEC contribution between NDMM from CoMMpass (i.e., WXS calls) vs. HR-SMM treated on E-PRISM.

Figure 3: Genomic lesions associated with clinical outcomes in KRd/R-treated HR-SMM. A. Heatmap of genomic features found at significantly different frequency in comparison between NDMM and HR-SMM and within the KRd/R cohort associated with PFS or failure to sustain MRD-negativity. B. PFS curves stratified by presence of >1 features associated with PFS or failure to sustain MRD-negativity.
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